**REQUIRED Project Rifle Kit:**

The best resume a gunsmith has is a rifle they built. In the PTC Gunsmithing Program students will build an American Classic Sporting Rifle. This rifle will be built to the specifications of the American Custom Gun Guild (ACGG). When completed, the average student will have a firearm valued at $3,000-$3,500. The ‘kit’ can only be obtained through the Gunsmithing program and includes:

NOTE: Students Must have the complete Project Rifle by mid-terms of their Second Semester of the Introduction to Gunsmithing Program (First Year Program). Most Financial Aid Programs will NOT cover the cost of this Kit.

- In the white; Bolt action receiver
- In the white; Trigger group
- In the white; Barrel
- Blank walnut stock wood
- Blank synthetic stock
- Ebony block for forend tip
- Metal Grip Cap
- 2 Recoil pads

APPROXIMATE COST: $1,200